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In recent years, however, there has been an increasing interest among language historians of the late 18th and
19th century in the study of documents from the lower social classes, paupers and working class emigrants. It
is striking that these unschooled writers present us with a picture of language use that defeats many traditional
accounts of standard languages at the time. Across language borders, it appears that this group had a
relationship to language norms that was different from the small upper class layer whose language use has
traditionally been the main basis for language histories. Recurring themes included the study of literacy,
schooling practices and the evolving role of language norms for the creation of a specific social identity. It
consisted of the following papers: France Martineau, University of Ottawa Mind the gap: Lukas Pietsch,
University of Hamburg Back-waters of standardisation: All details can be found in this flyer. Drawing on their
personal research experience, all speakers addressed key research issues for the years to come. The invited
scholars were: Terttu Nevalainen Helsinki Prof. Rosita Rindler Schjerve Wien Prof. Suzanne Romaine Oxford
Prof. Peter Burke Cambridge Prof. Klaus Mattheier Heidelberg Prof. The contributions focussed on the matter
of language choice and language prescription in the official domain chanceries, law, administration, education
, comparing language legislation with actual language use in archive documents. Ample attention was devoted
to the methodological aspects of this type of research especially concerning discourse analytical approaches
and to possible future research in this domain. Reviewing language policy and language choice in
19th-century Flanders. Instead of focussing on standard or prestige varieties, it highlighted the importance of
non-prestigious varieties and writers and of data which were largely ignored or neglected in language
historiography, so far. The proceedings of the meeting were published as Bister-Broosen, H.
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This chapter examines the evolution of French negation markers, focusing on certain facts connected to negation
markers and the left periphery which have been too often neglected and sometimes.
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This chapter examines the evolution of French negation markers, focusing on certain facts connected to negation
markers and the left periphery which have been too often neglected and sometimes misinterpreted in the literature on
historical change.
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